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New rental process at DriveNow: Reserve and drive off within 

seconds  

 

• New process makes car rental much simpler and faster 

• Data entry in the vehicle reduced to a minimum 

• App relaunch as the first step for integrating additional innovative features  

• DriveNow website and blog also in a new design 

 

Munich, 22 March 2017 – DriveNow, the car sharing joint venture of the BMW Group and Sixt 

SE, is introducing a new rental process in its app and vehicles today, which significantly speeds 

up reservation and driving away. Customers can now reserve, open the vehicle and drive away 

within seconds. In addition, all options for the rental process, such as the booking of packages, 

are directly integrated in the app. In the upcoming months, there will an incremental 

introduction of new features. The new app is available as of now to download for iOS and 

Android. 

 

"We have redesigned the app in close collaboration with our customers", says Nico Gabriel, 

CEO at DriveNow. In the entire development process, DriveNow continuously collected and 

incorporated feedback from customers. "Almost all our customers rent their vehicles via the 

app. With the relaunch, we are further strengthening the role of the smartphone as access 

medium and the app as state of the art technology for vehicle use," as Gabriel outlines. "All 

important functions for the rental process are now integrated into the app. This speeds up the 

process significantly and makes things much simpler for customers." 

 

The faster rental process is a key factor: the BMW and MINI models can now be reserved 

instantly with a touch in the app. Customers can open a car at a distance of 150 meters within 

seconds. The new app also allows customers to plan their journey, check the car for damages 

and book of hour or experience packages. This remote data entry replaces the one on the 

display in the car. As a result, the customer only has to enter their four-digit security PIN. The 

car is then ready to go and the rental begins. 
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"The further development of the DriveNow app is an important step into the future", explains 

Sebastian Hofelich, joint CEO at DriveNow. "With the restructured app we have created the 

basis for additional innovative features, which we want to integrate in the course of the year 

and beyond." With the introduction last year of the "Handshake" function, DriveNow had 

enabled the flying change of a car between two customers – a first in the car sharing market. 

It is planned to implement similar functionalities with high customer value in the app in future. 

 

With the redesign of the booking process, not only the app, but also the DriveNow website and 

the blog appear in a new contemporary design. The new presence aims especially at simple 

and intuitive usability and strengthens the positioning of DriveNow as an urban lifestyle brand. 

 

Customers can find the new DriveNow app for iOS in the App Store and for Android in Google 

Play as of now as free download. In the coming months, additional functions are planned within 

the context of regular updates to the app. 

 

View the new website and additional information at drive-now.com.  

 --- 

About DriveNow: 

DriveNow, the carsharing joint venture of the BMW Group and Sixt SE, is available in various European 

cities and offers a range of high-quality premium vehicles of the BMW and MINI brands to rent, based 

on the free-floating principle. The vehicles can be hired and returned independent of location within a 

defined business area. More than 850,000 registered customers find and reserve vehicles using the 

DriveNow App or website, and are able to use the service across multiple cities. DriveNow operates a 

fleet of over 5,500 vehicles in Munich, Berlin, Dusseldorf, Cologne, Hamburg, Vienna, London, 

Copenhagen, Stockholm, Brussels and Milan. Almost 20 percent of these vehicles are electric BMW i3 

models. Several studies have proven that one DriveNow vehicle replaces at least three private cars. 

DriveNow therefore contributes to easing the traffic situation in cities. 
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